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1. According to the article, “Find Deviant Behaviors,  
Find Fraud?”

A. Finding the next fraudster is not as simple as looking for 
individuals who exhibit deviant behaviors in the workplace.

B. The three primary drivers that motivate human beings 
are: money, sex and guilt.

C. Workplace deviant behaviors are those behaviors  
exhibited by people at work that violate company  
policies, laws and socially acceptable behavior.

D. Those committing deviant behavior seldom combine  
and commingle the three drivers.

2. According to the author’s description of his research  
process in the article, “Find Deviant Behaviors, Find Fraud?”

A. He identified 238 individual instances of fraud among the 
articles he studied.

B. The most frequent connection was “pornography” and 
“fraud.”

C. Some of the repeat offender positions were: weathermen, 
psychologists and exterminators.

D. Those engaged in sexual deviant behaviors and fraud 
tended to engage in a narrow amount of fraud schemes.

3. According to the article, “Fishing in Revenue Streams”:

A. In May 2010, COSO said that the most common fraud 
technique involved embezzlement.

B. Lenders, analysts and investors with high expectations for 
growth and profitability can exert significant pressures on 
businesses.

C. Overstatement schemes seldom are diverse and complex.

D. From fraudsters’ points of view, overstating individual 
invoices and managing false billing schemes are quick 
and easy.

4. According to the article, “Fishing in Revenue Streams,”  
a popular method of overstating revenues involves  
recording legitimate revenues in the wrong period.

A. True.

B. False.

5. According to the article, “The Real Cost of ‘Choosing 
Truth Over Self,’ ”: in Michael Woodford’s first letter to 
Hisashi Mori and copies to the members of the board, he:

A. Requested details of Olympus’ murky acquisition of the 
three obscure and unprofitable companies.

B. Wanted answer answers about the acquisition in 2006 of 
Gyroscope Group Limited.

C. Was concerned that Olympus had issued more than $725 
million in preference shares.

D. Wanted to know why Olympus had paid FAXIUM so  
much money.

6. According to the article, “The Real Cost of ‘Choosing 
Truth Over Self,’ ” Olympus never admitted that it had 
covered up investment losses for decades.

A. True.

B. False.

7. According to “Trusting Assistants with Access,” Evelyn:

A. Worked for Orphans’ Beneficial Association.

B. Was the association president’s assistant.

C. Didn’t have access to any of the top functions.

D. Had built a good relationship with her supervisor and 
other members of the organization.

8. According to “Trusting Assistants with Access”:

A. Evelyn’s methods for misappropriation were highly  
sophisticated.

B. Unlike most fraudsters, Evelyn started out big.

C. Evelyn had many qualms about forging her boss’ John 
Hancock for her personal purchases.

D. Evelyn’s boss found his forged signature on a credit card 
approval form under her desk.

9. According to “How Vigilant is Vigilant Enough?”:

A. In 2010, the DOJ and the SEC had about the same  
number of FCPA enforcement actions as they did in 2009.

B. The U.K. Bribery Act represents perhaps the most  
significant change in global anticorruption law since the 
U.S. PATRIOT Act.

C. Accounting systems and ERP of large, multinational  
corporations are surprisingly uncomplicated and  
frequently centralized.

D. Few organizations use homegrown or local accounting 
systems.

10. According to “How Vigilant is Vigilant Enough?”:

A. The goal of transactional data testing is to identify  
suspect patterns or anomalies in an organization’s data 
using rules-based filtering techniques.

B. Initially, 20 to 25 well-defined tests should yield a  
representative range of transactions.

C. In most cases, the volume of data retrieved for analysis 
won’t exceed spreadsheet limitations.

D. Few companies archive historical information.
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